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○ I am Katsunori Matsuura, general manager of the finance
department.
○ I would like to explain the results for the fiscal year ended March
2014 (FY2014/3) and forecasts for the fiscal year ending March
2015 (FY2015/3) announced on April 30.
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○ This sheet explains financial highlights of the results for FY2014/3 and
forecasts for FY2015/3.
○ In FY2014/3, operating revenues rose from the previous fiscal year on both a
consolidated and non-consolidated basis, due mainly to strong transportation
revenue by the positive effects of economic upturn, favorable revenues from
subsidiaries such as in real estate business and in construction segment in
other businesses. Operating income on a non-consolidated basis slightly
declined year on year because non personnel costs increased due mainly to
rise in electricity charges. However, operating income on a consolidated basis
increased by striving to reduce costs in retail business.
○ On consolidated basis, operating revenue, recurring profit, and net income
were the highest ever after the disclosure of financial results on consolidated
basis in 1993. In addition, transportation revenues was 780.6 billion yen, back
to the level before the failure of Lehman Brothers. On non-consolidated basis,
net income was the highest ever since the Company was established.
○ However, we expect that forecasts for FY2015/3 will be very severe, and
therefore both operating revenues and income on consolidated basis are
planned to decrease sharply. Operating revenues on consolidated basis are
anticipated to decrease 11.5 billion yen to 1,319.5 billion yen from the previous
fiscal year. Operating income on consolidated basis is forecasted to decrease
17.0 billion yen to 117.5 billion yen. The factors behind this decline include
upfront expenses for the opening of the Kanazawa segment of the Hokuriku
Shinkansen on non-consolidated basis, and revenue decline in retail and real
estate businesses due mainly to construction works.
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○ Transportation revenues rose 11.4 billion yen from the previous
fiscal year. As a result, operating revenue increased 5.1 billion
yen year on year in spite of lower earnings from other JR
companies which scarcely affect operating incomes.
○ On the other hand, operating expenses increased 5.6 billion year
from the previous fiscal year due mainly to rise in electricity
charges and in maintenance costs. Consequently, operating
income decreased 0.5 billion yen from the previous fiscal year.
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○ Transportation revenues in FY2014/3 increased 11.4 to 780.6
billion yen, due mainly to economic upturn, and strong demand
during the peak periods such as summer vacation and New Year
holidays.
○ As for Shinkansen, although the usage was affected to some
extent by such factors as increases in airline flight frequencies,
we believe that the adverse effect was limited to 1.1 billion yen
due to our countermeasures, such as the revision of timetables
and the sale of “Super Haya-Toku” early discount tickets.
○ Usage in the Kansai Urban Area remained firm against a
background of the positive effect of newly opened big
commercial facilities such as Grand Front Osaka and Abeno
Harukas, as well as solid leisure demand.
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○ As for operating expenses on non-consolidated basis, although
there were some decreases in depreciation and amortization,
personnel costs increased 2.0 billion yen from the previous year,
due mainly to change in the rate of health insurance.
Furthermore, energy costs, the issue of concern, increased 5.9
billion yen from the previous year due mainly to rise in electricity
charges. Besides, maintenance costs also increased 2.4 billion
yen from the previous fiscal year because we are in the peak
period for maintenance.
○ As a result, operating expenses increased 5.6 billion yen.
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○ On a consolidated basis, operating revenues increased 32.1 to
1, 331.0 billion yen, operating expenses increased 27.0 to
1,196.4 billion yen, and operating income increased 5.0 to 134.5
billion yen.
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Retail Business
○ Operating revenues increased 5.4 from the previous fiscal year, due mainly
to full-year contributions by in-station shopping zone “EKI MARCHE Osaka”
at Osaka Station and the new opening of budget hotel “Via-inn” in Nagoya.
As for operating income/loss, the segment posted 4.4 billion yen of
operating income, 4.9 billion yen better than the previous fiscal year. This
gain was attributable to cost reduction initiatives and a reduction in the
depreciation burden due to the asset impairment on JR Osaka Mitsukoshi
Isetan in FY2013/3, as well as the revenue increase.
Real Estate Business
○ Operating revenues increased sharply by such factors as the opening of a
shopping center “piole Himeji” and an increase in revenues from
condominium sales segment by capturing the surge in demand prior to the
increase in the consumption tax rate. On the other hand, operating income
recorded 27.7 billion yen, almost same as the previous fiscal year due
mainly to non-recurring rise in opening costs accompanying the opening of
shopping centers and some influence by renovation construction.
Other Businesses
○ Operating revenue were up 8.7, to 137.1 billion yen mainly because hotel
and travel agency revenues were firm, and in construction segment, there
were more increase in orders of construction works related to Hokuriku
Shinkansen. However, operating income recorded 11.8 billion yen, almost
same as the previous fiscal year, mainly due to revision of rent in Hotel
Business.
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○ The sheets from page 9 to 11 explain non-consolidated financial
forecasts.
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○ Transportation revenues in the current fiscal year are expected
to increase 0.8 to 781.5 billion yen, considering such factors as
economic downturn accompanying increase in consumption tax
rate.
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○ For non-consolidated operating expenses in the current fiscal
year, there are around 10.0 billion yen of negative factors,
including decrease in personnel costs mainly by change in
accounting standard for retirement benefits, in rental payments
by termination of the lease period for Kosei Line, in depreciation
and amortization.
○ On the other hand, we expect about 3.0 billion yen of increase in
electricity charges by rise in fuel costs and renewable energy
power promotion surcharge. In addition, construction unit price is
expected to rise due to increase in labor work unit price.
Furthermore, we anticipate a 6.6 billion of increase in upfront
expenses for the opening of the Kanazawa segment of the
Hokuriku Shinkansen.
○ Consequently, on non-consolidated basis, operating expenses
are anticipated to increase 7.6 billion yen from the previous year.
Considering operating revenue to increase 0.8 billion yen, we
forecast that operating income will decrease 6.7 billion yen from
the previous year.
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○ In current fiscal year, consolidated operating revenues are
forecasted to be 11.5 billion yen lower, operating costs to be 5.5
billion yen higher, and operating income 17.0 billion yen lower
than previous year.
○ Besides, our equity-method affiliate, DAITETSU KOGYO,
acquired its own shares, and therefore the proportion of our
voting rights became 51.63% on April 24th. Consequently,
DAITETSU KOGYO and its subsidiary JR WEST BUILT became
consolidate subsidiaries of JR West. As a result, we expect 37.5
billion yen of increase in operating revenues, 0.5 billion yen of
operating income, and around 7.0 billion yen of gains from the
negative goodwill. Considering those factors, we plan the
decreased revenues and income.
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Retail Business
○ We forecast that operating revenues will decrease 25.8 to 214.3 billion yen
and that operating income will decrease 3.4 billion yen from the previous
year, taking it into account that sales of department stores are anticipated to
decrease due to the commencement of works in summer for renovation of
JR Mitsukoshi Osaka Isetan, and that the revenues from sales of goods and
food services will decrease due to renewal works accompanying station
improvement at such stations as Shin-Osaka and Hiroshima.
Real Estate Business
○ Considering rebound from rush demand ahead of tax hike, we expect that
sales of condominiums will decrease 11.0 billion to 8.1 billion yen, although
the sales recorded 19.1 billion yen in the previous fiscal year. In addition,
there will be an impact of renewal works of shopping centers at Osaka
station, etc. Consequently, operating revenues are expected to be down
13.0 billion yen year on year, and operating income to be down 4.0 billion
yen.
Other Businesses
○ Although operating revenues are expected to increase due to inclusion of
DAITETSU KOGYO and its subsidiary in the scope of consolidation, in
ordinary construction business, construction works related to Hokuriku
Shinkansen have almost finished. As a result, operating income is
forecasted to decrease 2.3 billion yen from the previous fiscal year.
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○ I am Seiji Manabe, president of JR-West.
○ I would like to explain the review of the previous year and our
future initiatives.
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○ The “Medium-Term Management Plan 2017”, announced in the
last year, shows our medium-term direction and ideal form, and
the management targets. So far, I believe we have made solid
start. We started implementing key strategies, and therefore a
number of initiatives have steadily progressed or been
crystalized. For instances, in business development, nontransportation business, expansion of business outside our
operating area and initiatives for new business development
have been gradually progressing.
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○ We started the previous fiscal year with the financial forecasts of lower
profits on higher revenues on the consolidated basis, considering
factors such as rise in electricity prices and increase in maintenance
costs. In the event, however, supported by the positive effects of the
improved economic environment and the opening of the big commercial
facilities such as GFO and Harukus, our marketing initiatives
contributed to the large increase in transportation usage. Accordingly,
we achieved an in crease in consolidated revenues and income.
Operating revenues and net income were the highest ever since the
Company was established. On the other hand, we forecast the sharp
decrease in operating profits in all segments including transportation
business.
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○ As we show the main points in page 20,in this fiscal year, we
expect the increase in upfront expenses for factors including the
opening of the Kanazawa segment of the Hokuriku Shinkansen
and renovation of the West Wing of the OSAKA STATION CITY
North Gate Building. In addition, we anticipate a decrease in
sales of condominiums due to a rebound from the rush demand
and in sales of shopping centers at stations including ShinOsaka Station due to the continuous renewal. Because of these
factors, the financial forecasts for this fiscal year are harsh, in
spite of inclusion of DAITETSU KOGYO and its subsidiary in the
scope of consolidation.
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○ However, shown in page 21, we regard this fiscal year as the
important year for foundation building for medium-to-long growth
in FY2015/3 and subsequent years. This fiscal year will be the
key year that, in order to achieve the targets of our management
plan, we will steadily implement initiatives such as measures to
enhance safety and to maximize the positive effects of the
opening of the Kanazawa segment of the Hokuriku Shinkansen
as well as each strategy formulated in our medium-term
management plan.
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○

Next topic is about our future initiatives. Shinkansen revenue
renewed a record high of 364.4 billion yen in the last fiscal year.
Not only leveraging the positive effects of the improved
economic environment, but also, in response to airlines’
increase in flight frequency and LCCs’ aggressive initiatives, we
could appropriately implement a variety of measures to improve
competitiveness of our Shinkansen, such as timetable revisions
and pricing strategies by sales “Super-Hayatoku” early discount
tickets.

○

Although we take into account the effects of the expected
slowdown in economic growth due to the increase in the
consumption tax rate and the decrease in the number of
consecutive holidays, we are targeting to renew a record high of
365.9 billion yen by effectively developing measures such as
further enhancement of competitiveness and tourism demand
boosting.
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○

○

○

○

On page 23, we have outlined a variety of initiatives to increase
competitiveness in consideration of competition with airlines. In order to
enhance safety and comfort, we continue to steadily advance measures
including modification of existing N700 Series to reflect the function of
N700A Series, a new series of rolling stock, and expansion of areas in
which mobile phones can be used.
In addition, in timetable revisions in March 2014, for the usage to and
from Tokyo metropolitan area, we shortened the travel time and enhance
frequency mainly for Hiroshima and Tokuyama areas. For the usage to
and from Kyusyu, we increased Mizuho service departures and have
Mizuho service stop at Himeji.
Besides, in consideration of new demand creation and competition with
airlines such as LCC, we continue selling “Super Haya-toku” early
discount tickets on the Osaka/Kobe to Kyusyu route from the last fiscal
year. Looking at the usage on the Osaka – Hakata route which shows a
5% increase in the last fiscal year, we believe we were able to attract
new demand that exceeded the effect of the reduction in prices.
In the years ahead, we strive to maximize revenues through yield
management, including the control of seat availability in accordance with
the number of seats sold as well as fine-tuned control depending on
operating days and hours, and types of trains, based on the past record
of sales.
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○

On page 24, we have shown initiatives to enhance Shinknansen
demand. One of the initiatives is to further enhance demand by
launching “Super Haya-toku”early discount tickets on
Okayama/Hiroshima to Kumamoto/Kagoshima route in May.

○

For senior generation, in addition to planning to implement several
tourism campaigns in cooperation with local communities, we
continue to sell “Nori-Nori” ticket that won popularity in the last year.
The ticket can be used by group of two people including seniors
over 60 years old, and used for Shinkansen and express trains in
our whole operating area for three days. We expect that the tickets
stimulate the travel of not only senior generation but also the two or
three generation family.

○

Furthermore, in the condition that inbound demand has been
increasing, we have develop West Japan tourism routes and
products, strengthen promotion in South East Asia,etc.,and
improved system to support foreign customers such as expanding
free public Wi-Fi services at major stations where there is a high
need.
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○ The Kanazawa segment of Hokuriku Shinkansen is planned to
open in the end of this fiscal year. In the last month, the first set
ofW7 Series of new rolling stock for Hokuriku Shinkansen was
carried in Hakusan Car Maintenance Center, and accordingly the
expectation and attention from local communities have been
gradually growing.
○ We regard it as important to steadily prepare the opening of
operation, and to maximize the opening effects. We will develop
tourism routes in cooperation with local communities and travel
companies, and to conduct promotions in corporation with JREast. At the same time, we will strive to maintain and increase
travel between Hokuriku and Kansai urban area by highlighting
the attractiveness of Kansai urban area and Hokuriku.
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○

Supported by economic upturn and the opening of the big
commercial facilities as well as the start of nationwide reciprocal
use of transport IC card, revenues from the Kansai urban area in
the previous fiscal year increased. Regarding to revenues for this
fiscal year, we forecast to be 292.1 billion yen, remaining almost
unchanged from the previous year, considering the influence of
rise in consumption tax rate like Shinkansen revenue.
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○

On page 27, we outlined the specific measures. We will continue
initiatives to secure safe and stable transport operations, as well
as striving to enhance the value of our railway belts by
measures such as Osaka Loop Line Renovation Project.
Furthermore, we will work to attract customers in the broad
market, outside of Kansai area, by commoditizing the tourism
routes leveraging the opening of The Wizarding World of Harry
Potter at Universal Studios Japan in July, and by transmitting
information about the attractiveness of Kansai area. Through
these initiatives, we will sustain and expand usage of our
service.
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○ On page 28, we have shown forecasts of non-consolidated operating
expenses and major factors of the increase and decrease. In terms of
costs, needless to say, we will steadily implement measures to enhance
safety based on Safety Think-and-Act Plan. In addition, in this fiscal
year, we anticipate that the operating expenses as a whole will increase
considerably as a result of upfront expenses for the opening of the
Kanazawa segment of the Hokuriku Shinkansen, increase in electricity
charges due mainly to fuel cost adjustments, and rise in construction
unit price by increase in labor work unit price of the construction
companies.
○ Under the circumstances, we continue initiatives to reduce costs. For
instances, in the last fiscal year, we have installed an improved wagon
to carry derailment prevention guards on the Sanyo Shinkansen, and
we could improve the work efficiency by extending the length of the
guards by four times that we can lay in a day.
○ Although it is not easy to reduce costs drastically in the short run, we
will strive to continue efforts to control costs over medium-to-long term
by developing technology, while we maintain and enhance safety.
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○ In the last fiscal year, revenues in retail, real estate, and other
businesses increased. This is because of a variety of business
development initiatives. Those include development in lifestylerelated services such as retail and real estate businesses, which
are positioned as pillars for future growth, the opening of a
shopping center in Himeji Station, the opening of a budget hotel
in Nagoya, and aggressive sales of condominiums. In this fiscal
year, because of various factors such as preparations for the
thorough renovation of the West Wing of the OSAKA STATION
CITY North Gate Building, renewal of in-station stores and
shopping centers, and rebound from increases in sales of
condominiums in the previous year, unfortunately operating
profits in each segment of non-transportation business are also
expected to record sharp decrease.
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○

However, as we noted on page 30, development of measures
for future growth is now in progress. The measures include
improvement of profitability by business alliance with SevenEleven Japan, and further expansion of budge hotel operations
by transfer of business. Regarding to renovation of the West
Wing of the OSAKA STATION CITY North Gate Building, in
order to win a place in the highly competitive Osaka market, we
will create a new facility which combine both strengths of
department stores and successful shopping centers. To prepare
for this renovation, we will close most of the West Wing in this
summer. However, the suspension of business is for growth in
FY2015/3 and subsequent years, and we will steadily and
intensively work to accomplish the renovation.
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○

In real estate business outlined on page 31, we aggressively
develop measures such as renewals of shopping centers in
areas including Shin-Osaka and Kanazawa and expansion of
real estate development toward areas outside our railway belts.
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○

Many projects are now on the way, which contribute to future
growth and sustainable businesses, by improving profitability of
the existing businesses, by the business areas toward outside our
operating area, and by cultivating new business fields. These
projects include making stations more attractive by business
alliance with Seven–Eleven Japan, increasing the number of “Viainn” budget hotels from 14 to 17 by the transfer of the hotel
operations, and expanding of nursing care business by making
POSSIBLE Medical Science our subsidiary.

○

In the years ahead, in both transportation and non-transportation
businesses, we will build up measures to enhance safety, improve
profitability, and promote operation efficiency from medium-to-long
term perspective, by considering to leverage external resources
through investments or business alliances and by capturing
various opportunities, even small ones.
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○ In the previous fiscal year, consolidated CAPEX was 166.7 billion
yen including safety related CAPEX of 89.3 billion yen. CAPEX in
this fiscal year is planned to be 224.0 billion yen on consolidated
basis. The main factors behind this large capital expenditure plans
include the renewal of ATC in Sanyo Shinkansen Line, safety
related investments for such as earthquake and tsunami
countermeasures, introduction of 10 sets of W7 Series rolling
stock for Hokuriku Shinkansen, and the renovation of the West
Wing of the North Gate Building. Although the amount of capital
expenditure is expected to be high, we will implement investments
in planned manner based on firm examination of each project. In
addition, as for CAPEX for growth, we will keep looking for the
growth opportunities and add projects which we can see their
profitability.
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○ Long-term debt and payables as of the end of March 2014 was
980.7 billion yen, and shareholders’ equity ratio reached 29.2%,
record high. Based on the fact, we recognize that our financial
stability and soundness have been steadily improving.
○ In this fiscal year, because of large CAPEX as well as decline in
profits, FCF is expected to be negative, and long-term debts
and payables at the end of the fiscal year are expected to
increase to be 997.0 billion yen on consolidated basis.
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○ We will provide returns to shareholders based on consideration
of total shareholders’ equity, reflecting our emphasis on stable
shareholder returns over the long term, and aim for a rate of total
distribution on net assets of around 3% for FY2018/3.
○ As for dividends in FY2014/3, since free cash flows have
improved, by exceeding the financial forecasts. Therefore, we
plan to increase the dividend by 5 yen per share at the end of
the fiscal year, and to pay an annual dividend of 115 yen. We
expect FY2015/3 to be challenging, but we are determined to
build a foundation for growth in FY2016/3 and subsequent years.
Reflecting the determination, we plan to pay an annual dividend
of 120 per share.
○ Our policy for cash earmarking and prioritization and targets for
returns to shareholders will be unchanged, but in terms of the
way to achieve the target, we will decide year by year
considering the conditions including the cash flow status.
END
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